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Dear Sirs,
thank you for choosing and buying our zone kit. Please read these instructions carefully in
order to properly install, operate and maintain the kit.
Be also informed that boiler installation and maintenance operations must be carried out
only by skilled personnel.
General notes for plumbers, maintenance technicians and users
This INSTRUCTION MANUAL,
which is an integral and
indispensable part of the
product, must be handed over
to the user by the installer and
must be kept in a safe place for
future reference. The manual
must accompany the kit should
it be sold or its possession
transferred.
This kit must be used for the
purposes for which it has been
intended. Any other use shall
be considered incorrect and
therefore dangerous.

The kit must be installed
according to the manufacturer’s
instructions given in this
manual. Incorrect installation
may cause injury to persons
and/or animals and damage to
property. The manufacturer shall
not be held liable for any such
injury and/or damage.
Damage and/or injury caused by
incorrect installation or use
and/or damage and/or injury
due to non-observance of the
manufacturer’s instructions shall
release FONDITAL from any and
all contractual and extracontractual liability.

Check that the kit is intact and it
has not been damaged during
transport. Do not install kits
which are clearly damaged
and/or faulty.
In case of kit damages and/or
operation faults, disable boiler
and do not carry out any
repairing or direct action on it:
contact skilled personnel.
Failure to comply with what
specified
above
can
compromise the kit safety and
endanger people, animals, and
things.
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1. Kit composition
The zone kit shown in the figure below consists of:
- external probe for wall-hung boilers NTC 10kΩ @25°C β 3977 (0SONDAES01 fig.1);
- syringe containing heat transfer paste (0SIRINGA00 fig.2);
- plastic tie (0FASCETT02 fig.3);
- jumper cable (0CAVOPON00 fig.4);
- 4 short screws (0VITEAUT01 fig.5);
- 1 long screw (0VITEAUT00 fig.6);
- tube probe 10kΩ 25°C β=3435 (0SONDANTC04 fig.7);
- zone board with terminals (0SCHEZON01 - PAVO87 fig.8);
- connection cable (0CABESTO09 fig.9);
- metal plate (0PIASCHE00) with ground wire (0CABLSOL36) (fig.10);
- user's manual (this document);
- label for electrical connections;
- packing cardboard box.
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2. Max. possible plant
The max. possible plant consists of a boiler, three zone boards and a solar board (to make
complex solar plants).
Plant and communication connecting diagram are shown in the figure below.

ZONE 2

BOILER BOARD
ZONE 3

ZONE 4

SOLAR
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3. Jumper function
The aim of the jumper function is to close the communication line 485. Only a single
jumper must be installed on the plant, right on the last board of the cascade.
All other jumpers on the remaining boards must be removed, including the one on the
boiler board.

12
13
14
15
16

5
4
3
2
1

JUMPER

6-7-8-9-10-11

JUMPER
BOILER
BOARD

JUMPER

Place the jumper onto the last board of the cascade.
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4. Dip switch and parameter set-up
Dip switches must always be set correctly onto 0SCHEZON01 boards, as they define
board functions.
Two boards cannot have the same dip switch settings.
Setup procedure:
- Disconnect both boiler and zone board from power supply;
- Set dip switches based on the specifications given in the table below:
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6-7-8-9-10-11

MIXED ZONE 2

MIXED ZONE 3

MIXED ZONE 4

COMPLEX SOLAR PLANT *

- Connect both boiler and zone board to power supply;
- Attribute a value equal to the number of the connected 0SCHEZON01 boards to parameter P60
(see next sections).
- Change the value of the following parameters (P61  P76) depending on client requirements
and system characteristics (see following section).
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5. Flow probe installation
The kit includes the flow probe and the installation equipment (heat transfer paste and
plastic tie).
In case of low temperature zones, the probe must be positioned as close as possible to
the low temperature flow of the mixing valve. In case of high temperature zones, position it near
the circulation pump.
Instructions:
 if the pipe is covered with insulating material, remove it partially to connect the
probe;



to ensure the correct heat transmission, position some heat transfer paste on the pipe
area where the probe will be positioned;



then, put the probe on the heat transfer paste already spread on the pipe;



finally, fasten the probe to the pipe using the supplied tie.
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6. External probe connection
The kit contains an external probe to adjust climate control (see "Thermoregulation with
Fondital boiler" section in the following pages), installation is recommended.
The external probe must be installed on the outer North-East side of the building that has
to be heated.
Only one external probe must be installed for each boiler, even if more than one zone kit
is installed.
Before starting the connection of the external probe, remember to cut boiler power
supply off.
External probe connection for all boiler models must be carried out on terminals 5 and 6
of the electric panel rear terminal board.
If external probe connection is correct, once the boiler is powered, press heating
temperature adjustment keys to view on the LCD display the temperature values between 15°C
and 35°C and the icon below (fictitious temperature adjustment in the ambient). If this does not
occur, it means that the external probe is not correctly connected.

Symbol displayed during temperature adjustment
if the probe is correctly connected
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7. Installation
The zone kit can be positioned inside the boiler electric panel.
Depending on the panel type, it is possible to position up to two zone kits on Itaca and
Formentera models and one on Delfis.
The zone kit can be installed in places other than the boiler panel (by necessity or for
convenience) provided that the max. distance between the boiler board and the farthest zone
board does not exceed 100 metres and a shielded cable is used for connection.
The correct installation and use of the temperature probe on the flow of the single zones
allows the low temperature system to operate safely; however, we recommend to use a 45°C
safety thermostat to have an additional control on low temperature zones.

7.1.

Board installation inside DELFIS condensing boiler panel

The panel can house a supplementary board.
a) remove boiler casing;
b) lower electrical panel;

c) glue plate as shown in the picture (ground cable must be connected to a spare ground faston
terminal of boiler board)
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d) open electrical panel;

e) position board as shown in the figure and secure it in place using the four short screws
coming with the kit;

f) Electrical connections for the communication among boards:
All electrical connections must be carried out with both boiler and board duly
powered off.
Electrical connections can be made by qualified staff, only, and in compliance
with the prevailing standards.
Signal cables must be clearly separated from power supply cables, or must
feature a twin insulation.
0SCHEZON01 board can be connected to main board with or without a terminal box. The
wiring 0CABESTO09, coming with the kit, is used to connect the DELFIS board to the boards
positioned outside the boiler. If the board is positioned inside the boiler, the terminal box must
be eliminated and the three wires must be connected as shown in the pictures below:
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Black - 6
White-7

7.2.

Board installation inside ITACA or FORMENTERA boiler panel

The panel can house two supplementary boards.
a) remove boiler casing;
b) lower electrical panel;
c) loosen fastening screws and open right-hand side door;
c) position board as shown in the figure and secure it in place using the four short screws
coming with the kit;
d) before closing the panel, make electrical connections and check diagnostics, as explained in
next sections.

All electrical connections must be carried out with both boiler and board duly
powered off.
Electrical connections can be made by qualified staff, only, and in compliance
with the prevailing standards.
Signal cables must be clearly separated from power supply cables, or must
feature a twin insulation.

With this configuration, the wiring supplied with the kit is not necessary. Nevertheless,
cables can be used by removing them from the connector and terminal box; crimp them with a
cap/bushing and use them for the electrical connection.
Connections must be made with terminals No.17 (GND), No.18 (RS485A), No.19 (RS485B)
located on boiler panel back side.

17 18 19

Black - 6
White-7
Pink - 8

Black - 17
White- 18
Pink -19
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7.3.

Board installation in a different position

If the boiler panel cannot house other boards or if you want to improve installation
convenience, you can position the board outside boiler. Proceed as follows.
To carry out this operation, the use of an electrical box, inside which the GEWISS GW 44
426 or similar (of other makes) board has to be positioned, is essential.
Final installation will nevertheless have an IP 44 or higher rating in order to protect the
board against humidity and dust and prevent direct contact with powered components. This
protection rating can be complied with, only if electrical box features suitable cable glands.

All electrical connections must be carried out with both boiler and board duly
powered off.
Electrical connections can be made by qualified staff, only, and in compliance
with the prevailing standards.
Signal cables must be clearly separated from power supply cables, or must
feature a twin insulation.

For electrical connections between boards (signals) simply use a 2x0.5 shielded cable
with protective braiding type FR2OH2R (shielding is used as ground connection). Signal cables
(probes, communication, thermostats) must be clearly separated from voltage cables. Powered
electrical connections shall be carried out in compliance with the prevailing standards.
The pictures below show this type of installation:
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8. Thermostat and probe connection
ZONE 2:
 If the board is set to low temperature zone 2:

12
13
14
15
16



If the board is set to high temperature zone 2:

12
13
14
15
16

ZONE 3 AND 4:
 If the board is set to low temperature zone 3:

12
13
14
15
16



If the board is set to low temperature zone 4:

12
13
14
15
16
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If the board is set to high temperature zone 3:

12
13
14
15
16



If the board is set to high temperature zone 4:

12
13
14
15
16

Key:
LOW TEMPERATURE ZONES:
 TSM: 45°C safety thermostat on the flow for zone 2 only (not supplied)
 SM: flow probe
 TA: ambient thermostat for zone 3-4 0TERAMEL00 type (not supplied)
HIGH TEMPERATURE ZONES:
 TA: ambient thermostat for zone 3-4 0TERAMEL00 type (not supplied)
 SM: flow probe
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9. Power supply and load connection
The 0SCHEZON01 board must be powered with a mains voltage of 230V 50Hz. The power
supply line must be protected against overcurrent or short circuits. Board has an internal
protection fuse which cannot be replaced.
All electrical connections must be carried out in compliance with the prevailing standards
and in a craftsmanlike manner by qualified staff.
The neutral terminal is shared by power supply and loads. If terminal cannot house all
neutrals, use an external node such as, for example, a Forbox.
Make electrical connections as shown in the figures below:
ZONE 2:
 If the board is set to low temperature zone 2:

5
4
3
2
1



If the board is set to high temperature zone 2:

5
4
3
2
1

ZONE 3 AND 4:
 If the board is set to low temperature zone 3:
close

5
4
3
2
1
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If the board is set to low temperature zone 4:
close

5
4
3
2
1



If the board is set to high temperature zone 3:

5
4
3
2
1



If the board is set to high temperature zone 4:

5
4
3
2
1

Key:
LOW TEMPERATURE ZONES:
 TSM: 45°C safety thermostat on flow, connected in series to circulation pump for
zones 3 and 4 only (not supplied)
 VM: mixing valve 230V 1A max recommended of 120 seconds
 PR: circulation pump for the heating system, 230V 1A max
HIGH TEMPERATURE ZONES:
 PR: circulation pump for the heating system, 230V 1A max
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N.B. If you want to connect high temperature zones with radiators, neither mixing valve
nor safety thermostat are necessary (leave the jumper in case of "zone 2" to simulate the safety
thermostat) but simply install the temperature probe to ensure temperature control by the
boiler board and the final user.
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10.

Technical parameter editing

10.1.

Procedure for Delfis

If keys “reset” and “- heating” are pressed together for three seconds, you will access the
parameter setting mode.
Use “heating +/-” keys, to select the desired parameter:

3s

00
60

Press “OK” to confirm that the parameter value must be edited; the adjustable wrench symbol
indicates that the parameter value can be edited using keys “+/- heating”:

01
60

To confirm parameter value editing, press “ok”.
Scroll the parameter list to edit other values, or press “reset” to quit the setting function.
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10.2.

Procedure for Itaca and Formentera

If keys “reset” and “Off-CH-DHW” are pressed together for three seconds, you will access the
parameter setting mode. Access to the programming mode is signalled by the wrench symbol
short flashing.
Use “heating +/-” keys, to select the desired parameter:

3s

Press “ok”, to confirm that the parameter value must be edited; the wrench symbol indicates that
the parameter can be edited using “heating +/-” keys:

To confirm parameter value editing, press “ok”.
Scroll the parameter list to edit other values, or press “reset” to quit the setting function.
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11.

Plant operation check

Some technical parameters were specifically created to check the operation of some
plant parts, such as circulation pump and deviating valve, connected to zone boards.
Before carrying out these tests, make sure that there is no heating request in any of the
zones.
Set one of the following parameters to the desired value:
Technical parameter P80:
0: boiler multifunction relay forcing on NC contact
1: boiler multifunction relay forcing on NO contact
Technical parameter P81:
0: zone 2 component OFF forcing
1: zone 2 pump relay ON forcing
Technical parameter P82:
0: zone 2 component OFF forcing
1: zone 2 mixing valve opening ON forcing
2: zone 2 mixing valve closing ON forcing
Technical parameter P84:
0: zone 3 component OFF forcing
1: zone 3 pump relay ON forcing
Technical parameter P85:
0: zone 3 component OFF forcing
1: zone 3 mixing valve opening ON forcing
2: zone 3 mixing valve closing ON forcing
Technical parameter P87:
0: zone 4 component OFF forcing
1: zone 4 pump relay ON forcing
Technical parameter P88:
0: zone 4 component OFF forcing
1: zone 4 mixing valve opening ON forcing
2: zone 4 mixing valve closing ON forcing
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12.

Temperature value check

User can display temperature probe readings. Press "OK" on the control panel to display
the values of the following parameters:

P30: external temperature (only if external probe is present);
P31: nominal flow temperature calculated with zone 1 – boiler external probe;
P32: zone 1 – boiler flow temperature;
P33: nominal flow temperature calculated with zone 2 external probe;
P34: zone 2 flow temperature;
P36: nominal flow temperature calculated with zone 3 external probe;
P37: zone 3 flow temperature;
P39: nominal flow temperature calculated with zone 4 external probe;
P40: zone 4 flow temperature;
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13.

Fondital boiler thermoregulation

The climate control of a building consists in keeping the internal temperature constant
while the external temperature changes.
In order to do so, the zone board and the boiler board modulate hot water flow
temperature to the radiators and the radiating panels depending on the external temperature,
the set fictitious temperature and the selected thermoregulation curve.
This is done to optimise boiler operation avoiding waste, especially in case of condensing
boilers.
For high temperature systems (radiators), choose the curve giving a value between 100
and 300 to P10 (zone 1), P62 (zone 2), P66 (zone 3), P70 (zone 4) parameters.
For low temperature systems (floor), choose the curve giving a value between 005 and
095 to P10 (zone 1), P62 (zone 2), P66 (zone 3), P70 (zone 4) parameters.
A certain amount of time is needed to check that the chosen curve is correct; during this
time some adjustments might be necessary.
Thermoregulation curve choice:
The curve can be chosen approximately using the following formula:

CURVA 
CURVE

T max 20
20  Testmin

Tmax = flow maximum temperature
Textmin = minimum external

Example 1: Low temperature
Tmax = 44 °C; Textmin = -10 °C
Curve = 0.8; P10-P62-P66-P70 position = 080
Example 2: High temperature
Tmax = 70 °C; Textmin = -10 °C
Curve = 1.7; P10-P62-P66-P70 position = 170
Then follow these instructions:
- If, upon external temperature decrease, the ambient temperature increases, it is
necessary to set a curve with a less steep slope (reducing parameter value), always
respecting the limit between high and low temperature.
- If, upon external temperature decrease, the ambient temperature decreases, it is
necessary to set a curve with a steeper slope (increasing parameter value), always
respecting the limit between high and low temperature.
- If ambient temperature is constant but different from the desired value, use the heating
temperature regulator (zone 1) or P63 (zone 2) P67 (zone 3) P71 (zone 4) parameters to
decide the fictitious temperature set-point for the desired zone. This set-point can be a
value between 15°C and 35°C.
- Then, if upon external temperature change the ambient temperature remains constant
and equal to the desired value, the selected curve is correct.
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The figure shows an example of valid thermoregulation curves for a fictitious
temperature of 20°C. On the horizontal axis there are the external temperature values while on
the vertical axis the corresponding flow temperature values.
The values to give to the P10-P62-P66-P70 parameters in order to set the indicated curves
are obtained by multiplying the value on the graph RH side by 100.
All the parameters described, except the ones related to zone 1, will be visible and
modifiable only if the relevant zone board is correctly connected and if P60 parameter (number
of additional boards connected) is set to the correct value.
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14.

Examples of systems with zone kit

If the boiler has to manage two direct zones, both high and low temperature, the use of a
zone kit is not necessary. It can be used anyway, for example, in order to monitor the flow
temperature of the two zones.
If more than two zones need to be managed, or in case of mixed zones, it is necessary to
use the zone kit. Thanks to the kit it is possible to carry out all the following systems.
Both hydraulic and wiring diagrams in the following pages are only an indication of what
can be carried out with this kit and not a complete description of the systems.
In all the examples, the zone directly managed by the boiler is indicated as zone 1. If this
zone is managed without a boiler multifunction relay, it will not appear in the diagram.
All the diagrams are to be considered as examples and will not describe all plant systems
Priority: domestic hot water requests have priority over heating requests. When
domestic hot water is drawn, present heating requests are interrupted and then re-activated
when domestic hot water draw is finished.
CH functions are disabled when the boiler board is in OFF or SUMMER mode.
Anti-seize component: zone boards include an anti-seize function. This function allows to
power circulation pumps and deviating valves for a few seconds if they didn't operate in the
previous 24 hours; this is to avoid mechanical component seizing.
Shut-downs and faults: in case of zone-related shut-downs and faults, the deviating
valves close and the circulation pumps stop operation after a post-circulation. If there is no
water in the hydraulic circuit, all the requests are interrupted, the deviating valves close, the
circulation pumps stop operation and E04 message is displayed.
Positioning: for convenience, the zone boards should be positioned as close as possible
to the zone collector. The flow probes for low temperature zones must be positioned as close as
possible to the mixing valve outlet. The probe cable maximum length must be less than 3m.
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14.1.

Two mixed zones using a 0KITZONE05

ZONE 1

Multifunctional
relay

BOILER

HYDRAULIC SEPARATOR

TA or REMOTE
CONTROL

ZONE 2
ZONE 1
BOARD

TA or REMOTE
CONTROL

BOILER
BOARD
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This plant manages two zones, high temperature and low temperature, with the
following options:
- a remote control for zone 1 (high temperature) and an ambient thermostat for zone 2
(low temperature) (P61=02);
- or a remote control for zone 2 (low temperature) and an ambient thermostat for zone 1
(high temperature) (P61=00);
- or two ambient thermostats (P61=01);
Flow and set-point temperatures of the two zones can be displayed (P31 zone 1 current
temperature, P32 zone 1 current set-point, P34 zone 2 current temperature, P33 zone 2 setpoint).
The boiler board multifunction relay is used in association with zone 1 (P17=1). Therefore
it cannot be used for alarm signals or simple solar circuits (when allowed).
In this case, P60 parameter must be set to 1.
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14.2.
A high temperature zone and many low temperature zones with a
Valsir system and a 0KITZONE05
SUGGESTED PLANT

Multifunctional
relay

BOILER

HYDRAULIC SEPARATOR

TA 1 OR REMOTE
CONTROL
ZONE 1

VALSIR
ELECTRONICS
ZONE 2
BOARD

BOILER
BOARD
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ALTERNATIVE PLANT

TA1 OR REMOTE
CONTROL

ZONE 1

VALSIR
ELECTRONICS

BOILER

Multifunctional
relay

ZONE 2
BOARD

BOILER
BOARD
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This type of system manages any number of low temperature zones (max. 14) and one
high temperature zone.
In this case, the use of a remote control is truly useful only if associated to the high
temperature zone (P61=01). A normal ambient thermostat can also be used (P61=2).
Flow and set-point temperatures of the two zones can be displayed (P34 zone 1 current
flow temperature, P33 zone 1 current flow temperature set-point, P37 zone 2 current flow
temperature, P36 zone 2 current flow temperature set-point).
The boiler board multifunction relay is used in association with zone 1 (P17=1). Therefore
it cannot be used for alarm signals or simple solar circuits (when allowed).
In this case, P60 parameter must be set to 1.
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14.3.

Two zones with two 0KITZONE05

ZONE 2

HYDRAULIC SEPARATOR

ZONE 2
BOARD

Multifunctional
relay

BOILER

TA OR REMOTE
CONTROL

ZONE 2
ZONE 3
BOARD

BOILER
BOARD
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-

This type of system manages two zones with the following options:
a remote control for zone 2 and an ambient thermostat for zone 3 (P61=00);
or two ambient thermostats (P61=01);

Flow and set-point temperatures of the two zones can be displayed (P34 zone 2 current
flow temperature, P33 zone 2 current flow temperature set-point, P37 zone 3 current flow
temperature, P36 zone 3 current flow temperature set-point).
The boiler board multifunction relay is not used. Therefore it can be used for alarm
signals or simple solar circuits (when allowed).
In this case, P60 parameter must be set to 2.
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14.4.
One high temperature zone and two low temperature zones using
two 0KITZONE05

ZONE 1
ZONE
1

HYDRAULIC SEPARATOR

TA OR REMOTE
CONTROL

Multifunctional
relay

BOILER

ZONE 2 2
ZONE

ZONE 2
BOARD

TA OR REMOTE
CONTROL

ZONE 3 3
ZONE

ZONE 3
BOARD

BOILER
BOARD
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This type of system manages three zones, two low temperature and one high
temperature, with the following options:
- a remote control for zone 1 (high temperature) and an ambient thermostat for zone 2
and 3 (low temperature) (P61=02);
- or a remote control for zone 2 (low temperature) and an ambient thermostat for zone 1
(high temperature) and for zone 3 (low temperature) (P61=00);
- or three ambient thermostats (P61=01);
Flow and set-point temperatures of the three zones can be displayed (P31 zone 1 current
flow temperature, P32 zone 1 current flow temperature set-point, P34 zone 2 current flow
temperature, P33 zone 2 current flow temperature set-point, P37 zone 3 current flow
temperature, P36 zone 3 current flow temperature set-point).
The boiler board multifunction relay is used in association with zone 1 (P17=1). Therefore
it cannot be used for alarm signal.
In this case, P60 parameter must be set to 2.
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14.5.

Three zones using three 0KITZONE05

Multifunctional
relay

BOILER

HYDRAULIC SEPARATOR

ZONE 2
BOARD

ZONE 2

TA OR REMOTE
CONTROL

ZONE 3

ZONE 3
BOARD

ZONE 4

ZONE 4
BOARD

BOILER
BOARD
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This type of system manages three zones, all low temperature, with the following
options:
- a remote control for zone 2 (low temperature) and two ambient thermostats for zone 3
and 4 (low temperature) (P61=00);
- or three ambient thermostats (P61=01).
Flow and set-point temperatures of the three zones can be displayed (P34 zone 2 current
flow temperature, P33 zone 2 current flow temperature set-point, P37 zone 3 current flow
temperature, P36 zone 3 current flow temperature set-point, P40 zone 4 current flow
temperature, P39 zone 4 current flow temperature set-point).
The boiler board multifunction relay is not used. Therefore it can be used for alarm
signals or simple solar circuits (when allowed).
In this case, P60 parameter must be set to 3.
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14.6.
One high temperature zone and three low temperature zones using three
0KITZONE05

BOILER

HYDRAULIC SEPARATOR

ZONE 1

ZONE 2
BOARD

ZONE 3
BOARD

Multifunctional
relay

ZONE 4
BOARD

ZONE 2

TA OR REMOTE
CONTROL

ZONE 3

ZONE 4

BOILER
BOARD
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This type of plant manages four zones, three low temperature and one high temperature,
with the following options:
- a remote control for zone 1 (high temperature) and an ambient thermostat for zone 2
(low temperature) (P61=02);
- or a remote control for the low temperature zone and an ambient thermostat for the
high temperature zone (P61=00);
- or two ambient thermostats (P61=01);
Flow and set-point temperatures of the two zones can be displayed (P31 zone 1 current
flow temperature, P32 zone 1 current flow temperature set-point, P34 zone 2 current flow
temperature, P33 zone 2 current flow temperature set-point, P37 zone 3 current flow
temperature, P36 zone 3 current flow temperature set-point, P40 zone 4 current flow
temperature, P39 zone 4 current flow temperature set-point).
The boiler board multifunction relay is used in association with zone 1 (P17=3). Therefore,
using this configuration, it cannot be used for alarm signals or simple solar circuit (when
allowed).
In this case, P60 parameter must be set to 3.
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14.7.
Generic number of high and low temperature zones using two
0KITZONE05

HYDRAULIC SEPARATOR

ZONE 1
BOARD

Multifunctional
relay

BOILER

ZONE 2
BOARD

BOILER
BOARD
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In this example we show that it is possible, following special procedures, to manage a
generic number of high and low temperature zones using two zone kits.
In this configuration, the remote control is used only for DHW control, to select summer,
summer/winter, winter, OFF modes and to display boiler parameters. In this case, its function as
ambient thermostat must be disabled following the procedure in the next paragraph.
In this case, the temperatures shown by the technical parameters (P34 zone 1 current
flow temperature, P33 zone 1 current flow temperature set-point, P37 zone 2 current flow
temperature, P36 zone 2 current flow temperature set-point) refer to the flow and set-point
values set for the two collectors.
The boiler board multifunction relay is not used. Therefore it can be used for alarm
signals or simple solar circuits (when allowed).
In this case, P60 parameter must be set to 2.
Every ambient thermostat must excite its solenoid valve in addition to giving a clean
contact to the boiler or zone boards. The picture below shows an example of connection.

TA connection
to the board

Relay 230 Vac.c..

Solenoid zone valve
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15.

Ambient thermostat and remote control configuration

Through technical parameter P61, it is possible to set up the way in which the ambient
thermostats and the remote control (if any) manage the different heating zones, as follows:
-

With P61=00, the remote control manages zone 2 while zone 1 is controlled through an
ambient thermostat;
With P61=01, zone 1 and 2 are managed individually by their own ambient thermostat. In
this configuration, the remote control is not used;
With P61=02, the remote control manages zone 1 while zone 2 is controlled through an
ambient thermostat.

If the remote control is used only to view the parameters (date, time, temperature...), to
manage DHW and max. heating flow temperature, and to set the operating mode
(summer/winter/off) it is necessary to deactivate the ambient thermostat function following this
procedure:

dIS

When disabling the thermostat function of the remote control the P04 parameter value must be
modified accordingly:
1) Move the remote control to OFF;
2) Press and hold down “Prog” and “Reset” keys until the display shows “Par”;
3) Press key
to confirm the function.
The parameter number is displayed instead of the time and the value associated to the
parameter is displayed instead of the temperature. The parameter number flashes;
4) Rotate the knob until reaching number 4. The temperature display shows the value
associated to this parameter;
5) Press the
key to modify the value: the value associated to the parameter will start
flashing;
6) Turn the knob to modify the displayed value;
7) If no key is pressed for 30 Sec, normal operation will be restored without saving the last
changes;
8) Press key
to save the value;
9) Press the "Reset" key to exit the configuration mode;

After this operation, the remote control LCD display must read "dIS". If this does not
occur, it means that parameter was not correctly set.
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The values of P04 (Remote ambient modulation type) can be:
0 = On / Off;
1 = Ambient probe modulation;
2 = External probe modulation;
3 = Ambient and external probe modulation;
4 = Disabled (value necessary in this case).
Then, we remind you that zones 3 and 4 can be controlled only through ambient
thermostats.
All ambient thermostats are crossed only by low tension signals. For this reason, it is not
necessary to use ambient thermostats operating at 230 V.
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16.

Main parameters used for zone system configuration

To enter the "parameter editing" menu see section 10.1-10.2.
P10 = if the external probe is present, it allows to set the climate curve for zone 1 (see
"Thermoregulation with Fondital boiler" section). If the external probe is not present, it
allows to set the heating temperature range between 20°C and 78°C (high temperature)
if it was set to a value higher than 100, or between 20 and 45°C (low temperature) if it
was set to a value lower than 100. Possible values: 0 – 300 (default 150);
P11 = antifast function duration: at the end of a heating request (TA contact opening) it is
necessary to wait for a time equal to P11 for the boiler to start again. This function is
disabled if the flow temperature drops below 40°C on high temperature systems or
under 30°C on low temperature systems. The circulation pumps operate anyway.
Possible values: 0 – 10 minutes (default 4 minutes);
P12 = duration of the power rising ramp during heating function. Possible values: 0 – 10 minutes
(default 1 minute);
P17 = relay function freely programmable on board. If set to 0, the relay switches in case of shutdowns and faults. If set to 1, the relay switches when there are heating requests from
the remote control or from TA1. If set to 2, the relay switches in case of solar plant
request (for Itaca/Formentera only). If set to 3, the relay switches when there are heating
requests from TA2. Possible values: 0 – 3 (default 0);
P30 = temperature read by external probe (if any);
P31 = temperature read by the flow probe;
P32 = nominal flow temperature calculated for zone 1. Only with external probe present;
P33 = temperature set for zone 2;
P34 = flow temperature for zone 2;
P36 = temperature set for zone 3;
P37 = flow temperature for zone 3;
P39 = temperature set for zone 4;
P40 = flow temperature for zone 4;
P43 = temperature read by the return probe;
P60 = number of additional boards connected. Possible values: 0 – 4 (default 0);
P61 = ambient thermostat and remote control matching. If set to 00, the remote control
manages zone 2 and TA2 manages zone 1. If set to 01, zone 1 and 2 are managed by
ambient thermostats. If set to 02, the remote control manages zone 1 and TA2 manages
zone 2;
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P62 = if the external probe is present, it allows to set the climate curve for zone 2 (see
"Thermoregulation with Fondital boiler" section). If the external probe is not present, it
allows to select if the system is high temperature (value higher than 100) or low
temperature (value lower than 100). Possible values: 0 – 300 (default 60);
P63 = if the external probe is present, it allows to set zone 2 fictitious ambient temperature
between 15°C and 35°C. If it is not present, it allows to set zone 2 flow temperature
within the range selected through P62 parameter;
P66 = if the external probe is present, it allows to set the climate curve for zone 3 (see
"Thermoregulation with Fondital boiler" section). If the external probe is not present, it
allows to select if the system is high temperature (value higher than 100) or low
temperature (value lower than 100). Possible values: 0 – 300 (default 60);
P67 = if the external probe is present, it allows to set zone 3 fictitious ambient temperature
between 15°C and 35°C. If it is not present, it allows to set zone 2 flow temperature
within the range selected through P66 parameter;
P70 = if the external probe is present, it allows to set the climate curve for zone 4 (see
"Thermoregulation with Fondital boiler" section). If the external probe is not present, it
allows to select if the system is high temperature (value higher than 100) or low
temperature (value lower than 100). Possible values: 0 – 300 (default 60);
P71 = if the external probe is present, it allows to set zone 4 fictitious ambient temperature
between 15°C and 35°C. If it is not present, it allows to set zone 2 flow temperature
within the value range selected through P70 parameter;
P74 = maximum opening time of present mixing valves. Possible values: 0 – 300 seconds (default
140 seconds);
P80 = relay forcing, freely programmable on board. If set to 0, the relay is forced to remain on
the NC contact. If set to 1, the relay is forced to switch to the NO contact;
P81 = forcing of the relay dedicated to zone 2 circulation pump. If set to 0, standard relay
operation. If set to 1, the relay is forced to supply the pump;
P82 = forcing of the relay dedicated to zone 2 mixing valve. If set to 0, standard relay operation.
If set to 1, the mixing valve opening is forced. If set to 2, the mixing valve closing is
forced;
P84 = forcing of the relay dedicated to zone 3 circulation pump. If set to 0, standard relay
operation. If set to 1, the relay is forced to supply the pump;
P85 = forcing of the relay dedicated to zone 2 mixing valve. If set to 0, standard relay operation.
If set to 1, the mixing valve opening is forced. If set to 2, the mixing valve closing is
forced;
P87 = forcing of the relay dedicated to zone 4 circulation pump. If set to 0, standard relay
operation. If set to 1, the relay is forced to supply the pump;
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P88 = forcing of the relay dedicated to zone 2 mixing valve. If set to 0, standard relay operation.
If set to 1, the mixing valve opening is forced. If set to 2, the mixing valve closing is
forced;
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17.

Diagnostics
To allow a correct diagnosis, all plant boards must be powered.

17.1.

Boiler LCD diagnostics

The following zone system error codes are displayed directly on the boiler LCD display:
E41: Board configuration error
- Cause: the number of 0SCHEZON01 boards detected by the main board does not match
P60 parameter value.
- Solution: check if P60 value is correct and, if necessary, if RS485A, RS485B, GND electrical
connections are correct. Check if dip switch setting is correct (remember that each board
must have a different set-up from the other boards). Make sure that all boards are
powered. If all these checks give a positive result, check for jumper presence on the last
board of the cascade.
E35 - 02: zone 2 safety thermostat opening
- Cause: overheating on zone two flow.
- Solution: check that the thermostat is in the correct position (on the flow at mixing valve
outlet); check for mixing valve correct operation; if zone two is a high temperature, check
for jumper presence instead of safety thermostat.
E36 - 02: zone probe fault:
- Cause: the cable is interrupted or the probe was not connected to the correct terminals.
- Solution: check correct electrical connection and temperature probe integrity.
E36 - 03: zone three probe fault:
- Cause: the cable is interrupted or the probe was not connected to the correct terminals.
- Solution: check correct electrical connection and temperature probe integrity.
E36 - 04: zone four probe fault:
- Cause: the cable is interrupted or the probe was not connected to the correct terminals.
- Solution: check correct electrical connection and temperature probe integrity.

17.2.

0SCHEZON01 board troubleshooting

The 0SCHEZON01 board is equipped with a multicolour LED that can give diagnostic indications
as described below.
Green LED steady on:
zone pump powered.

Red LED flashing quickly (100ms ON – 100ms OFF):
zone valve opening; it can be present together with the powered pump signal.
Red LED flashing (500ms ON – 500ms OFF):
zone valve closing; it can be present together with the pump on signal.
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Orange LED steady on:
faulty probe (open or short circuited). This message has a higher priority compared to the
previous ones.
Red LED steady on:
zone two safety thermostat contact open. This message has a higher priority compared
to the previous ones.
Red LED flashing (1s ON – 1s OFF):
communication failure with main board or other boards of the cascade. This message has
a higher priority compared to the previous ones.
Green LED flashing (100 ms ON – 900 ms OFF):
board in stand-by with active communication. If it occurs at the same time as one of the
previously described situations, the signal is not visible.
No LED steady on or flashing:
board not powered of faulty board fuse. Make sure that mains voltage is present. If fuse is
blown, circulation pump or deviating valve could be damaged or wrongly connected so, before
changing board, check electrical circuits / components.
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18.
-

0SCHEZON01 board technical specifications
Power supply: 230Vac -15/+10% 50/60Hz;
Operating temperature: -10°C +80°C;
Absorption without loads: 10W
Fuse: 2A, cannot be replaced on zone board;
Protection degree: IP00;
Probe inlets: 1;
Safety thermostat input (if zone 2): NO (normally open) contact (max. length 3 meters);
Ambient thermostat input (if zone 3-4): NO (normally open) contact (max. length 3
meters);
Communication: 485 serial;
Max. distance between the last board and boiler panel: 100m;
Circulation pump output: 230Vac 1A max;
Output for mixing valve opening: 230Vac 1A max;
Output for mixing valve closing: 230Vac 1A max;
Mixed zone flow temperature sensor: NTC 10k Ohm @25°C B3435 (max. length 3 meters);
Pre-selection of the curve for every mixed zone through parameters from boiler board;
Pre-selection of the set-point for every mixed zone (fictitious ambient temperature)
through parameters from boiler board.
Inhibition range when reaching set-point: set +1.5°C set -2°C;
Mixing valve opening total timer (Tav): from 0 to 300s selectable through parameter
from boiler board (P74);
Mixing valve initialisation timer: P74 + 40s;
Closing timer at the end of mixing valve request: P74 + 20s;
Post-circulation timer: managed through parameter from boiler board;
Circulation pump anti-seizing timer: 3 sec every 24h
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